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In monetary economics, the quantity theory of money (QTM) states that the general price level of goods and
services is directly proportional to the amount of money in circulation, or money supply.. The theory was
challenged by Keynesian economics, but updated and reinvigorated by the monetarist school of
economics.While mainstream economists agree that the quantity theory holds true in the ...
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In finance and economics, the greater fool theory states that the price of an object is determined not by its
intrinsic value, but rather by irrational beliefs and expectations of market participants. A price can be justified
by a rational buyer under the belief that another party is willing to pay an even higher price. In other words,
one may pay a price that seems "foolishly" high because ...
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Decision making under risk is presented in the context of decision analysis using different decision criteria for
public and private decisions based on decision criteria, type, and quality of available information together with
risk assessment.
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